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Monsters in mini-skirts!Monstersâ€•they're real, and they want to date us! Three years ago, the world

learned that harpies, centaurs, catgirls, and all manners of fabulous creatures are not merely fiction;

they are flesh and bloodâ€•not to mention scale, feather, horn, and fang. Thanks to the "Cultural

Exchange Between Species Act," these once-mythical creatures have assimilated into society, or at

least, they're trying. When a hapless human teenager named Kurusu Kimihito is inducted as a

"volunteer" into the government exchange program, his world is turned upside down. A snake-like

lamia named Miia comes to live with him, and it is Kurusu's job to take care of her and make sure

she integrates into his everyday life. Unfortunately for Kurusu, Miia is undeniably sexy, and the law

against interspecies breeding is very strict. Even worse, when a ravishing centaur girl and a

flirtatious harpy move in, what's a full-blooded teenage human with raging hormones to do?!
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Yes, as promised (threatened) at the end of Monster Musume Vol. 6, Mia's, Papi's, and Centorea's

mothers are coming to visit, but fortunately on separate days, allowing Kimihito...nowhere near

enough time to recover between visits.Mia's Mama is the first to come, and the biggest reveal here

is the details on Lamian tribal mating practices, both historical and post-treaty, and Mia's intended

role in the latter.Next, is Papi's Mommy, and again the biggest reveal here is the details on Harpy

mating practices, which, like Lamian mating practices, also require human males because there are

no male harpies just like there are no male lamias. An explanation is also offered for harpies'

"birdbrain" behavior. It seems there is an old Japanese proverb stating that chickens forget what



they are doing after taking three steps, and it apparently applies quite literally to harpies.Finally, is

Centorea's Mother, and again the biggest reveal here is the details on traditional centaur mating

practices and how they are changing in the face of opposition from the current generation of female

centaurs who are voting with their..., uh,... that is to say, more and more are refusing to have

children the old-fashioned way. Naturally, being so much alike Centorea and her Mother come to a

meeting of the minds on this...after they fight a duel.Last of all Ms. Smith tries to give Kimihito a

good hard nudge in the direction of choosing a bride so he decides to quit running for his life and to

start hearing them out about their feelings about him,...
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